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This document is to present you the updated Internet packages available on MyCosta.com and 
onboard.

We have recently introduced a new package: Daily FULL 24H, which will only be sold on board, it 
is a full 24-hour Internet package that can be activated at any time during the cruise and will 
be active for exactly 24 hours after the time of activation.
In case the package can be purchased more than once, the standard fee of 3 € will be only 
charged the first time.

The other packages must be purchased for the entire duration of the cruise.
The ability to upgrade to a higher package onboard is still available. Multiple devices can be 
connected to the Internet with the same credentials, only not at the same time.
Prices vary in the Caribbeans and Emirates itineraries.

In the following pages you can find the Internet Packages and prices available.
We remind you that prices are subject to change.

INTERNET PACKAGES.

https://mycosta.costacruises.eu/login-page.html
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Mediterranean & North Europe itineraries (including Positioning from/to)

INTERNET PACKAGES.

Package Type Description Onboard fare MyCosta fare Notes

WhatsApp Full access to WhatsApp, including 
chat, calls, videocalls 5€ 5€ -

Social

Access to the following social 
media: WhatsApp, Facebook, 
Instagram, WeChat, Twitter, 

LinkedIn, Threema, Pinterest, Tumblr, 
TikTok, Snapchat, Kakao, Telegram

10€ 9€ 10% 
discount

Full Unlimited internet for the entire 
cruise

17€ 15€ 11% 
discount

Daily Full 24H Unlimited internet for 24 consecutive 
hours from the time of activation

39€ - -

Pay per minute Full access to internet, paid by 
minute of use

0,25€ / min - -

Important: activation cost of the above services is 3€.
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Caribbean & Emirates itineraries (including Transatlantic and Positioning from/to)

INTERNET PACKAGES.

Package Type Description Onboard fare MyCosta fare Notes

WhatsApp Full access to WhatsApp, including 
chat, calls, videocalls 6€ 6€ -

Social

Access to the following social 
media: WhatsApp, Facebook, 
Instagram, WeChat, Twitter, 

LinkedIn, Threema, Pinterest, Tumblr, 
TikTok, Snapchat, Kakao, Telegram

12€ 11€ 8% 
discount

Full Unlimited internet for the entire 
cruise

19€ 17€ 10% 
discount

Daily Full 24H Unlimited internet for 24 consecutive 
hours from the time of activation

39€ - -

Pay per minute Full access to internet, paid by 
minute of use

0,25€ / min - -

Important: activation cost of the above services is 3€.
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South America and Asia itineraries

INTERNET PACKAGES.

Package Type Description Onboard fare MyCosta fare Notes

WhatsApp Full access to WhatsApp, including 
chat, calls, videocalls 6$ 6$ -

Social

Access to the following social 
media: WhatsApp, Facebook, 
Instagram, WeChat, Twitter, 

LinkedIn, Threema, Pinterest, Tumblr, 
TikTok, Snapchat, Kakao, Telegram

11$ 10$ 9% 
discount

Full Unlimited internet for the entire 
cruise

19$ 16$ 15% 
discount

Daily Full 24H Unlimited internet for 24 consecutive 
hours from the time of activation

45$ - -

Pay per minute Full access to internet, paid by 
minute of use

0,29$ / min - -

Important: activation cost of the above services is 3$.
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Some additional notes:

➢ Guests will be able to buy Internet packages on My Costa and onboard (via Costa APP or 
OnBoard Portal), according to above schemes;

➢ prices on My Costa and onboard are subject to change;
➢ the additional 3€ /3$ fee is only charged at the first activation, also for those who choose to 

buy Daily Full 24 H or Pay Per Minute services.

WhatsApp, Social and FULL packages:
➢ the price is per day, automatically calculated based on duration of the cruise;
➢ the packages have to be purchased for the entire cruise.

Daily FULL 24H:
➢ includes the use of Full Internet for 24 consecutive hours from the time of activation;
➢ can only be purchased on board;
➢ can be purchased multiple times during the cruise.

INTERNET PACKAGES.
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